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NEW ZEALAND’S LEADING FOREST & CARBON
INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS

Executive Summary

A PROFITABLE, SUSTAINABLE AND SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
BACKED BY LAND OWNERSHIP

Roger Dickie New Zealand Limited (RDNZ)
specialises in establishing and managing sustainable
New Zealand forestry and carbon investment
opportunities with a proven track record for
managing quality forests generating strong returns.
RDNZ has established and manages in excess of
$1 billion of New Zealand forestry assets on more
than 30,000 hectares for both New Zealand and
international investors.
RDNZ is the investment manager specialising in
sourcing, acquiring and managing the best forest and
carbon opportunities available including greenfield,
mid rotation and near to harvest forest assets.
Investments are tailored to best suit the investors
criteria. RDNZ is a licensed forest investment manager
under the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013.
RDNZ, established more than 40 years ago, has a
proven track record for sourcing and managing high
quality forests generating exceptional returns to their
investors. Recently cutover and replanted first rotation
forests established by RDNZ have achieved between
7.4% and 8.8% compound cash return, and even
greater when including the appreciated capital value
of replanted land.
RDNZ has a wealth of expertise when analysing and
acquiring properties for forestry investment. As well,
we engage independent expert consultants to produce
feasibilities, cash flow studies, and valuations and have
strong legal, accountancy and banking relationships to
facilitate onshore investment requirements.
RDNZ provides ongoing investment management,
forest operations management and forest
administration services. Ensuring that the investment
is transparent, fully accountable and measurable by
providing detailed operational and financial reporting.
Forest Management New Zealand (FMNZ), our forest
operations manager, manages more than 90 forests
across New Zealand and harvest in excess of one

million tonnes of logs per annum. FMNZ provide
complete operational management services from
establishment through to harvesting. FMNZ adopts
best market practice, sources the best tree stocks
and implements stringent quality and health & safety
controls.
With global demand for food and timber increasing,
particularly in developing economies such as China,
India and Africa, combined with diminishing world
supply due to the deforestation of tropical forests, the
outlook for forestry investment remains strong.
Investors are discovering the additional attributes and
diversification that forestry assets can provide to the
modern portfolio supplementary to a sustainable and
socially responsible investment. Consistent biomass
growth provides a strong inflation hedge as well as
robust and uncorrelated measures of risk/return
relative to traditional asset classes.
Growth rates being achieved for softwoods in New
Zealand are superior to others globally, thanks to the
all-encompassing climate (soil, rainfall & sunshine
hours) and attention to tree genetics and tending
regimes. Radiata pine is typically harvested 26 to 28
years after planting and can yield between 750-850m3
per hectare of logs in that time.
Investors are attracted to New Zealand because of
our stable government, our close proximity to the
fast-developing Asian markets and our established
professional business practice, ranked amongst
the best countries to do business. As well, the New
Zealand government is making measurable steps with
regard to environmental sustainability and carbon
neutrality, making forestry a primary focus and
allowing ease of access for investors.
RDNZ enables the investor to directly access the
New Zealand forestry market and benefit from the
financial, environmental and socially responsible
aspects of a sustainable real asset investment in land
and trees.

About RDNZ
COMPANY PROFILE

•

Forest Operations Management: Forest
Management New Zealand (FMNZ) handles the
operational management of the forest investment
from the feasibility, establishment, silviculture
(tending regimes), plotting, through to harvesting
and replanting. Ensuring you get the best out of
your land and trees. For more on FMNZs services,
visit www.fmnz.co.nz/services;

•

Forest Administration Services: RDNZ has a
dedicated forest administration team providing
the invested entity with monthly and yearly
budgeting, accounts and reports, forest valuation
reports, and liaison with local council and
regulatory authorities. Responsible for relaying
the performance of your investment in accordance
with financial regulations and controls overseen
by the statutory supervisor and New Zealand
financial markets authority.

RDNZ is a market leader in New Zealand forestry
investment. Formed in 1971, the company has
established and manages more than 90 forests for
more than 2,500 investors worldwide, with forestry
assets under management in excess of $1 billion.
RDNZ specialises in structuring investments to suit
the investor’s needs. Those investments range
from the establishment of forest partnerships for
retail and wholesale investors, private investor
portfolios (namely for family offices or high net worth
individuals) through to institutional scale investments
and forest funds management. The Services we
provide:
•

Investment Management: RDNZ is the forestry
investment specialist using its expertise, strong
relationships and advanced forest modelling
to source, acquire and manage the best land
to fit the investment criteria with the intention
of maximising growth and returns to the
investor. For more on RDNZs services, visit www.
rogerdickie.co.nz;

RDNZ is the first forest investment manager to be
licensed under the Financial Markets Conduct Act
2013 as a manager of schemes that invest solely in
forestry assets.

MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Focus on quality investments and close attention to financial controls, whilst maintaining the highest
standards of forest management is the cornerstone of our business.
RDNZ uses a quality-in quality-out approach to its management, knowing that strong results are yielded from
strong foundations and an unwavering effort to get the best for its investors.
As the investor’s representative, RDNZ implements an all-encompassing management service including close
attention to the financial, environmental, social and economic aspects of your investment. As well, RDNZ
supervises and collates independent consultant’s reports, registered valuations and forest manager reports to
ensure the accountability of your investment.
Annual General Meetings are held each year and budgets are approved by investors on a yearly basis. The
combined group of forests managed by RDNZ represents a powerful force, giving the ability to provide
economies of scale and establish vertical supply chain integration for increased returns to the investor.

MANAGING DIRECTOR - ROGER DICKIE
B. Ag. Sc. Forester, Farmer, Developer, and Company
Director.
Roger has co-ordinated and developed more than 90
forest and farm investments and has steered RDNZ since
inception to the successful and well reputed business
that it is today. Roger has been at the forefront of structuring of forest
investments in New Zealand and has been integral in the development of
New Zealand forest and carbon markets.
Roger is married to Mary-Ann and they have four adult sons, of which
William and Jeff have joined the company to carry forward its legacy with
focus on innovation and growth. The Roger Dickie family has personal
interests in over 4,000 hectares of plantation forestry in New Zealand,
aligning the families interests with its investors.

DIRECTOR AND GENERAL MANAGER WILLIAM DICKIE
B. Com with Marketing, Canterbury University. Manager,
Director.
William is the general manager of RDNZ and a director
of other family businesses. He joined the business full time in 2009 in a
Marketing and Sales role where he assisted in promotion of new offers.
Since then he has grown with all facets of the business and is now
responsible for the day to day operation of the RDNZ businesses.
Will has been closely involved with the structuring of RDNZ farming and
forestry investment syndicates. He is a director of Forest Management New
Zealand and is involved in developing opportunities that arise as the first
rotation of RDNZ forests begin harvest.

DIRECTOR- JEFCOATE (JEFF) DICKIE
B. For. Sc (Forestry Science) and B. B. Com with Finance,
Canterbury University. Director
Jeff has recently joined the business as a director, focusing
on sales and new investment initiatives with experience in
institutional investment and deal structuring.
Jeff was previously involved in finance as a director at ANZ Bank in the
global market’s division for 11 years. Jeff ’s time in banking has been largely
apportioned to financial institutions, namely fund managers, specialising in
sales of foreign exchange and fixed income products.

INVESTORS VISIT THEIR
WAIKARE FOREST AGED
20 YEARS

New Zealand Forestry Investment
While forest investment has occurred for centuries, it
is in more recent times that modern portfolios have
discovered the additional attributes this asset class
provides. These attributes are:
•

•

•

•
•

Demand/Supply: Global demand for wood
products is increasing in line with population and
standard of living while supply is decreasing due to
environmental constraints and deforestation.
Uncorrelated returns to other asset classes:
Commercial forest prices are impacted by a
different set of market and economic factors than
other asset classes such as stocks and bonds,
offering diversification to the modern investment
portfolio.
Risk/Return: Performance of forest assets, such
as the NCREIF Timberland Index, since its 1987
inception has shown similar returns to major
equity indices, such as the S&P500, but with less
volatility, giving a higher (better) Sharpe ratio.
Inflation Hedge: Forests tend to be a good
inflation hedge, underpinned by biomass, ‘on the
stump’, growth.
Socially Responsible: Sustainably managed
plantation forestry sequesters carbon, improves
the land, protects wildlife habitats and provides
employment.

THE NEW ZEALAND FORESTRY
MARKET - OUR ADVANTAGE
Global timber demand is increasing steadily along
with population and GDP growth. The available
supply is diminishing because of exploitation,
economic and environmental pressures. New
Zealand is perfectly placed to take advantage
with its proximity to large developing countries,
exceptional growth rates, quality log outturn,
supportive government and well-developed industry
infrastructure.
Radiata pine accounts for 90% of all plantation forests
in New Zealand and exports reached NZ $6.4 billion
for the year ended June 2018 and are expected
to rise further. Wood products are New Zealand’s
third largest export earner with China our major
export destination, taking approximately 45% of all

exported products. New Zealand is Chinas second
largest supplier behind Russia. Chinas clamp down on
harvesting of their own forests is set to keep demand
strong for our log and lumber exports, meanwhile
other forest export destinations continue to develop.
The New Zealand government has a bold and
ambitious vision for our forestry sector to create
sustainable jobs, diversify our economy and catalyse
new opportunities in regional New Zealand. Largely
fueled by its goal to be a low-emissions economy
through carbon sequestration and increased planting
via its ‘Billion Trees Fund’ initiative.
New Zealand has a strong and supported carbon
sequestration market as part of its emission reduction
goals. Forest owners with eligible land under new
‘averaging rules’ can now sell up to 500 tonnes of
carbon over the first 18 years of the forests life. The
proceeds from those sales contribute strongly to
overall forest returns as well as allowing the investor
to monetise part of the investment earlier.
After a century of research New Zealand has
become a world leader in plantation forestry with
forest management, tending practices, processing
technology and genetic improvements that are second
to none.
New Zealand’s combination of fertile soils and unique
climate enable us to grow Radiata pine faster and
better than anywhere in the world. In the latter half
of a rotation radiata can achieve upward of 35 m3/ha/
year and will typically yield between 750-850 tonnes/
hectare at harvest on a 26 to 28 year rotation.

International Softwood*
Growth Rates

* Softwood refers to wood derived from trees classified
botanically as Gymnospermae

Mean annual increment (M3 / ha / year)
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Investing with RDNZ
RDNZ is the investment manager for forest
investments of various scale and structure. These
largely fall into three categories; Limited Partnerships,
Private Account, and multi asset Institutional and Fund
investments.
Limited Partnership Investment – The investor owns
a share of a forest partnership. Investments typically
range from NZ $50K to NZ $2mil per investor. Allowing
the benefits of land and tree ownership without the
financial requirements that a commercial scale forest
investment would otherwise involve.
RDNZ facilitates a strong secondary market for the
sale or purchase of interests in an already established
forest partnership. Allowing an investor to divest
or otherwise increase holdings within or across the
number of forest partnerships managed by RDNZ.
Private Account Investment – A wholesale investment
by a single, or limited group of investors in forest
assets. Investments typically range from NZ $2mil to
NZ $50mil. RDNZ has acquired and manages a number
of individual forests for domestic and offshore high
net worth and family office investors.
Institutional and Fund Investment – Institutional
and forest fund investment typically ranges from NZ
$20mil to NZ $200mil and involves the acquisition of
multiple forest assets including both greenfield and
already established plantation forests. RDNZ provides
the skills and expertise to structure investments and
generate scale of investment for the institutional
investor.
New Zealand is a small country and therefore
availability of suitable land for successful forestry
investment is a scarce commodity. RDNZ has
significant reach in the New Zealand market. Our
expertise means that only the best land and forest
opportunities are presented. Our highly skilled and
equipped staff analyse greenfield and established
forest properties to ascertain the viability for forestry
investment. Independent consultants and service

providers help to ensure a quality and profitable
investment.
RDNZ supervises and manages all facets of the
investment from land selection and acquisitions as
well as and including:
•

Facilitating the process for Overseas Investment
Office (OIO) approval for offshore investors.
Organisation and management of consultants and
independent service providers
Collation and approval of forest consultant’s
reports and valuations.
Forest investment and operation management and
reporting.
Cashflow projections and budgets.
Negotiations with local body authorities and
consent applications.
Quality control of all facets of forest development
and ongoing management.

•
•
•
•
•
•

CUMULATIVE RETURNS

Timberland Returns vs Other Asset Classes
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RDNZs role is to act for the investor to establish and
manage quality forests maximising returns. RDNZ
uses independent consultants and contractors, it
is this independence that gives our forest owners
confidence and ensures accountability

Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)
An additional revenue stream for your plantation
forest. The recent introduction of ‘carbon averaging’
provides the investor with the ability to sell
additional liability free carbon credits in the early
stage of the forests life, providing early income which
strengthens and diversifies the returns of your forest
investment.
Forest owners are now seeing the added opportunities
for their plantation since the NZ Government
implemented the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) in
2008 as well as other afforestation projects. The ETS
largely mirrors the rules under the Kyoto Protocol
where eligible land can opt-into the scheme and earn
New Zealand Units (NZUs) as their forest grows.
NZUs are widely traded in New Zealand with a liquid
market where strong demand for units has driven
the unit price up to the Government cap of NZ $25
per unit. This demand is expected to persist, and
discussions have been tabled for lifting the cap to help
incentivise additional planting to meet government
planting policy.

Carbon Averaging is another carbon accounting
method that the NZ government recently announced
as part of broader reforms to make the Emissions
Trading Scheme better fit-for-purpose.
Under ‘averaging’ accounting there is a far greater
benefit to the eligible forest owner. There is no
longer a need to surrender NZUs upon harvesting,
participants will instead receive NZUs as their forest
grows up to a determined average level of long-term
carbon storage and will not face any liabilities on
harvest if replanting occurs.
Carbon averaging will have a significant effect on
returns to the eligible forest, in many cases the
amount of NZUs that can be sold under averaging,
at current prices, would allow the investor to repay
the cost of the land and planting by age 18. As
well, carbon sales are a great way to monetise your
investment earlier.

NZ Government & Overseas Investors
As the investment involves land ownership, international investors (non New Zealand nationals) wishing to
invest in a private forest or farm are required to obtain approval from the New Zealand Overseas Investment
Office (OIO - New Zealand Government agency). RDNZ assists investors with this process and to date all
applications have been consented.
While the current coalition government has increased its stringency for offshore investors to invest in NZ, this
largely pertains to the investment in residential and commercial property. Under the ‘Overseas Investment
Amendment Regulations 2018’, there is a ‘benefit to New Zealand test’ and within that, a ‘special test’ relating
to forestry activities. Overseas investors investing in new afforestation are looked on favourably when seeking
authority from the Overseas Investment Office to acquire land.
New afforestation fits with the government’s goal of planting one billion trees and to become a low-emission
economy. With these initiatives in place, offshore ownership of freehold land for forestry investment is made much
more viable. RDNZ has had great success when helping facilitate the overseas investment approval for its offshore
investors.

Our Forests
RDNZ is at the forefront of New Zealand forest investment, selecting quality assets driving strong returns.
Since 1990 RDNZ has deliberately concentrated its
plantation activities in northern Hawkes Bay and
Gisborne regions on the east coast of New Zealand’s
North Island. The region produces New Zealand’s
highest Radiata forest growth rates and quality land is
available at reasonable prices. This is the foundation
for profitable forestry investment.

FORESTS ESTABLISHED BY
ROGER DICKIE NEW ZEALAND LTD

Harvesting of RDNZ forests began in 2013 and by
2020 our sustainable harvest will be over 1 million
tonnes of logs per annum. Hawkes Bay has an
established timber based infrastructure including
pulp mill, saw mills and a tri-board mill. The
advantages of this area are further enhanced by
close proximity to two log export ports at Napier
and Gisborne.
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Waikare (Wanganui)
Maxwell (Wanganui)
Tangoio
Glenview
Eskdale
Bayview
Kaheka 1
Kaheka 2
Waipapa
Haroldene
Saddleback
Irongate
Cricklewood
Woodland
Glenlea
Stoney River
Quail Ridge
Oak Bridge
Millbrook
Belmont
Nottingham
Sherwood
Dashwood
Ormsby
Windermere
Grassmere
Hunter Valley
Castle Rock
Malthouse
Crosswood
Long Ridge
Winchester
Ashdown
Hereford
Turnbridge
Brentwood
Richmond
Old Mil
Salmon River
Aberdeen
Romney
Wellwood
Kingswood
Monterey
Portobello
Pine Park
Grande Vue
Sovereign
Glen Alvon
Eastwod
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Woodside
Highgate
Braeside
Castle Peak
Stone House
Granity
Ridgemount
Hyde Park
Buzawa
Woodleigh
Fletwood
Arborfield
Young Nicks
Valley
Tutira
Black Hill
Bushmills
Windsor
Totara Valley
River Pine
Kirikiri Bay
Chatswood
Heywood
Fairway
Greens
Woods
Links
Mohaka River Ranch
Te Kahika
Stableford
Eagle
Augusta
Roxburgh (Otago)
Onslow (Otago)
Pine Ridge
Greenwood
Three Ridges
Eland
Mangawehi
Mount Marsh
Oban
Carlsberg
Flatspur/Kahumingi (Wairarapa)
Bernadette (Wairarapa)
Bushgrove (Wairarapa)
Karaka
Riverina
Ngapuke
Seaview

For further information on the range of forestry investments available
from Roger Dickie New Zealand please contact our office:

Phone : +64 6 346 5329
Email: invest@rogerdickie.co.nz
Roger Dickie New Zealand
PO Box 43
Waverley 4544
New Zealand

